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Abstract

CHARMM-GUI, http://www.charmm-gui.org, is a web-based graphical user interface to prepare 
molecular simulation systems and input files to facilitate the usage of common and advanced 
simulation techniques. Since its original development in 2006, CHARMM-GUI has been widely 
adopted for various purposes and now contains a number of different modules designed to setup a 
broad range of simulations including free energy calculation and large-scale coarse-grained 
representation. Here, we describe functionalities that have recently been integrated into 
CHARMM-GUI PDB Manipulator, such as ligand force field generation, incorporation of 
methanethiosulfonate (MTS) spin labels and chemical modifiers, and substitution of amino acids 
with unnatural amino acids. These new features are expected to be useful in advanced 
biomolecular modeling and simulation of proteins.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computer modeling and simulation of biologically important molecules have come a long 
way since its inception. For the last two decades, researchers have made considerable efforts 
to developing modeling and simulation methodologies to elucidate the mysteries in 
biological phenomena (Benoît Roux & MacKinnon, 1999; Bernèche & Roux, 2001; 
MacKerell Jr, 2004; Rhee, Sorin, Jayachandran, Lindahl, & Pande, 2004; Dror, Dirks, 
Grossman, Xu, & Shaw, 2012). The advances in biomolecular modeling and simulation 
allow researchers not only to explain why certain phenomena occur, but also to predict what 
would happen in different situations and design new experiments to test the developed 
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hypothesis (Kuhlman et al., 2003; Ostmeyer, Chakrapani, Pan, Perozo, & Roux, 2013; 
Shukla, Meng, Roux, & Pande, 2014). Combined with tremendous increase in computing 
power, biomolecular modeling and simulation are becoming routine tools used in many 
research laboratories.

The rapid development of computational methodologies also made a large number of 
utilities available for both experts and beginners. As an illustration, more than 700 utilities 
are currently listed in a directory of computer-aided drug design tools maintained by Swiss 
Institute of Bioinformatics (http://www.click2drug.org). Among these tools, the emergence 
of web-based modeling tools is notable. Compared to downloadable software, web-based 
tools do not require program installation or upgrades, and can be operated on a web browser, 
making the tool platform-independent and easy to use. Among various web-based modeling 
tools, the WHAT IF server particularly stands out. It was designed in 1997 and has 
continued to operate until now. The WHAT IF server provides various services to users 
ranging from structural analyses, such as solvent accessibility and coordinate manipulation, 
to homology modeling and ligand docking (Hekkelman et al., 2010).

After the success of the WHAT IF server, various web-based modeling and simulation 
services have been developed and made publically available. CHARMM-GUI is a unique 
web-based set of tools developed by Im and co-workers (Sunhwan Jo, Kim, Iyer, & Im, 
2008). It was originally developed in 2006 and its primary goal was to prepare molecules for 
molecular modeling and provide a set of CHARMM inputs for molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations, so that users can download the inputs and perform simulations on their local 
machines or remote computational resources. CHARMM-GUI is powered by CHARMM 
(Brooks et al., 2009), a highly flexible academic research program used world-wide for 
simulations of many-particle systems, particularly macromolecules of biological interest. 
What makes CHARMM-GUI unique is that it sets out to simplify and generalize the 
protocol for building simulation systems. Molecular simulation systems are often comprised 
of several components, and in-depth knowledge on modeling software is necessary to 
understand and build a sophisticated simulation system. In addition, generalizing the system 
building protocols is challenging because customization is often necessary. For example, a 
protein-membrane complex system contains water, ions, protein, and lipid components, and 
it would require considerable efforts even for an expert to build a realistic and 
physiologically relevant simulation system. CHARMM-GUI Membrane Builder 

successfully encapsulates such a sophisticated process into a well-defined protocol that can 
reproducibly generate a realistic protein-membrane complex or a membrane-only system 
within minutes (Sunhwan Jo, Kim, & Im, 2007; S. Jo, Lim, Klauda, & Im, 2009). Currently, 
there are several web-based tools that provide similar functionality (Miller et al., 2008; 
Staritzbichler, Anselmi, Forrest, & Faraldo-Gómez, 2011; Schmidt & Kandt, 2012; Skjevik, 
Madej, Walker, & Teigen, 2012; Ghahremanpour, Arab, Aghazadeh, Zhang, & van der 
Spoel, 2014), but CHARMM-GUI Membrane Builder remains the interface containing the 
most comprehensive list of lipid molecules available for generating realistic biological 
membrane simulation system.

Since its original development, CHARMM-GUI has been widely used in the biomolecular 
modeling and simulation community, and it has grown into a platform of web-based tools 
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for simulations: Ligand Binder for free energy perturbation molecular dynamics (FEP/MD) 
simulations for protein-ligand binding affinity calculations (Sunhwan Jo, Jiang, Lee, Roux, 
& Im, 2013), Micelle Builder for protein-micelle complex simulation system generation 
(Cheng, Jo, Lee, Klauda, & Im, 2013), GCMC/BD ion simulator for Brownian dynamics of 
ions across ion channels (K. I. Lee et al., 2012), Glycan Reader for preparation of simulation 
systems containing carbohydrates or proteoglycans (Sunhwan Jo, Song, Desaire, MacKerell 
Jr, & Im, 2011), and recently, PACE CG Builder for coarse-grained simulation system 
preparation (Qi et al., 2014).

Here, we describe the newest functionalities that have been integrated into CHARMM-GUI 
PDB Manipulator. First, ligand force field (FF) generation is discussed in detail. Generating 
a consistent and accurate FF for a new compound is often one of the major hurdles in 
computational modeling of protein-ligand interactions. Thus, the ability to read or 
automatically generate ligand FF parameters would be undoubtedly useful to study protein-
ligand interactions. Second, incorporation of methanethiosulfonate (MTS) spin-labels and 
chemical modifiers is discussed. Distance measurements using spin labels and introducing 
MTS reagents to modify chemical environments around specific residues are widely used in 
protein structure and function studies, so that making spin labeled and/or chemically 
modified models would be useful for related computational studies. Third, substituting 
regular amino acids with unnatural amino acids is discussed. As researchers are more 
interested in more complex biological problems, these functions would also be useful. Each 
of these new functionalities is elaborated in a step-wise manner and further discussed with 
common issues (or mistakes) in using these functionalities.

2. LIGAND FORCE FIELD GENERATION

A molecular mechanics FF is one of the most important components of modern 
biomolecular modeling and simulation (MacKerell Jr, 2004). These FFs are typically 
derived and validated using physicochemical properties of (small) target molecules, which 
are obtained either experimentally or computationally. Parameterizing molecular mechanics 
FFs is often challenging because it requires careful curation of experimental and 
computational data as well as optimization of a large number of parameters.

There are several popular contemporary FFs that are readily available, such as AMBER 
(Weiner et al., 1984; Cornell et al., 1995), CHARMM (MacKerell et al., 2002; Best et al., 
2012), GROMOS (Christen et al., 2005), and OPLS (Jorgensen, Maxwell, & Tirado-Rives, 
1996). They often cover key biological macromolecules, such as proteins, nucleic acids, 
carbohydrates, and phospholipids. However, these FFs often do not treat important small 
molecules. Accurate representation of small molecules in modeling and simulation of 
protein-ligand interactions is crucial for the studies of rational computer-aided drug 
discovery as well as proteins with coenzymes and so on. General FFs, such as MM2 (N L 
Allinger, 1977), MM3 (N L Allinger, Yuh, & Lii, 1989; Lii & Allinger, 1989b, 1989a), 
MM4 (Norman L Allinger, Chen, Lii, & Durkin, 2003), MMFF94 (Halgren, 1996), and 
CFF93 (Rappé, Casewit, Colwell, Goddard III, & Skiff, 1992), were developed specifically 
for small organic compounds, but performed poorly on biomolecules and intermolecular 
interactions in bulk phase, making them ill-suited for studying protein-ligand interactions. 
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Combining one of the former biomolecular FFs with one of the latter general FFs is not an 
appropriate solution due to imbalances in the nonbonded interactions, as previously 
discussed (MacKerell Jr, 2004).

The number of possible drug-like molecules is estimated to be roughly 1060 (Bohacek, 
McMartin, & Guida, 1996). Hence, it is not currently feasible to develop a comprehensive 
molecular mechanics FF set that accurately covers such a large chemical space. However, to 
account for important small molecules in a biomolecular context, typically those of 
medicinal chemistry interest, generalized FFs for small molecules have been developed such 
as the CHARMM general force field (CGenFF) (Vanommeslaeghe et al., 2010) and the 
general AMBER force field (GAFF) (Wang, Wolf, Caldwell, Kollman, & Case, 2004). In 
addition, algorithms that can suggest topologies and FF parameters have also been 
developed based on such a generalized FF. PRODRG (Schüttelkopf & van Aalten, 2004) is 
a web-based interface that provides topology and parameters compatible with the GROMOS 
FF. The CGenFF program (Vanommeslaeghe & MacKerell Jr, 2012; Vanommeslaeghe, 
Raman, & MacKerell Jr, 2012) (available to non-profit users through the 
cgenff.paramchem.org interface) and SwissParam (Zoete, Cuendet, Grosdidier, & Michielin, 
2011) provide the same function for the CHARMM FF. Antechamber (Wang, Wang, 
Kollman, & Case, 2006) and MATCH (Yesselman, Price, Knight, & Brooks III, 2012) 
provide a command-line utility for automated topology and parameter generation for the 
AMBER and CHARMM FFs, respectively. There are also new tools such as the VMD 
plugin ffTK (Mayne, Saam, Schulten, Tajkhorshid, & Gumbart, 2013) and the general 
automated atomic model parameterization (GAAMP) web server (Huang & Roux, 2013). 
The GAAMP method is described in Sections 2.3 and 4.1.

CHARMM-GUI adopts the standard CHARMM36 FF. Although the CHARMM36 FF 
currently covers a large array of biomolecules (Guvench et al., 2008; Klauda et al., 2010; 
Denning, Priyakumar, Nilsson, & MacKerell Jr, 2011; Best et al., 2012) and various small 
organic molecules (Vanommeslaeghe et al., 2010), it is still far short to cover a huge number 
of small molecules of interest. To remedy this situation, CHARMM-GUI provides several 
options to generate or read a small molecule FF. In this section, we describe how to use 
CHARMM-GUI to prepare simulations when FF parameters are missing for small molecules 
of interest.

2.1 Reading Small Molecules that Do Not Exist in the CHARMM Force Field

As shown in Figure 1, CHARMM-GUI provides three options for small molecule FF 
parameters: (1) CGenFF, (2) Antechamber, and (3) custom CHARMM FF. When a custom 
CHARMM FF is available to users, it can be uploaded into CHARMM-GUI. Note that the 
uploaded CHARMM FF must have separate topology and parameter files. In addition, if 
new atoms are defined, the atom numbers in the MASS section should not overlap with 
those of the standard CHARMM36 FF.

If custom CHARMM FF parameters are not available for a small molecule of interest, either 
the CGenFF or Antechamber option can be used to automatically generate customized FF 
parameters for the molecule. To use the automatic FF generation option, the molecular 
representation of the small molecule in Mol2 file format is required. Users can upload a 
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Mol2 format file, or, if a Mol2 format file is not available, a SDF format file can be used 
instead (which is then converted to a Mol2 format file using OpenBabel software (O'Boyle 
et al., 2011)). If users do not have those files, a SDF file could be obtained from the RCSB 
ligand database. However, careful attention must be paid because the ligand residue name in 
the original PDB file is used to match the small molecule in the RCSB database, and they 
are not necessarily the same molecule (see Section 2.2).

The CGenFF program is based on the CGenFF, which is part of the standard CHARMM36 
FF parameter set, and Antechamber provides GAFF-based FF parameters for small 
molecules that can be used in CHARMM. Although Antechamber-generated GAFF FF can 
reproduce hydration energies reasonably well, it is generally desirable to remain internally 
consistent and avoid mixing the parameters of different FF. Thus, using the CGenFF option 
is recommended if the small molecule is studied together with other biomolecules using the 
CHARMM36 FF.

2.2 Issues in Using Automated Ligand Force Field Generation Procedures

When the automatic FF generation option is chosen to combine the small molecule FF with 
the existing FF parameters, there are three main issues that users need to be cautious about. 
First, the order of atoms listed in the PDB and the Mol2 (or SDF) files must match. 
CHARMM-GUI reorders the atoms in the PDB file based on the list of atoms in the Mol2 
(or SDF) file, after the small molecule FF is generated by either the CGenFF program or 
Antechamber. If the atom names in the topology and the PDB files do not match, atomic 
positions can be mixed when CHARMM reads the coordinate. Note that, if no 
minimizations are performed, the atoms might look normal even with such a problem, but 
the problem becomes obvious after a minimization, often leading to failure of the 
minimization.

Second, if a user chooses to use a SDF format file, CHARMM-GUI downloads a SDF file 
from the RCSB ligand database (Rose et al., 2011). In this case, the residue name in the 
originally uploaded PDB and the RCSB database’s entry ID must match. For example, there 
is an entry for R-wafarin in RCSB (http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/ligand/ligandsummary.do?
hetId=RWF), which has an entry ID of “RWF”. If a PDB file containing residue “RWF” and 
the option for downloading a SDF file from RCSB is selected, CHARMM-GUI downloads 
the R-wafarin structure from RCSB. Currently, however, there is no way for users to specify 
which SDF file to download from RCSB, and the residue name used in the original PDB file 
is used to fetch a SDF file from RCSB. If the residue name and the RCSB ligand entry ID do 
not match, users need to either change the residue name in the PDB file or manually 
download a SDF file from other sources (RCSB, PubChem, etc), modify it, and upload the 
corrected SDF file.

Third, the CHARMM-GUI automatic parameter generation option takes a Mol2 (or SDF) 
file for molecular representation without any further modification. Therefore, it is very 
important for users to explicitly add hydrogen atoms according to the desired protonation 
state. In addition, the bond orders provided by users are also important because they are used 
to determine proper atom types by the CGenFF program and Antechamber.
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2.3 Further Optimization Strategy

The automatic parameter generation is not perfect. For example, the approach in the 
CGenFF program is based on the similarity between the atom types that define each required 
parameter and those in existing parameters. The dissimilarity is quantified in terms of a 
penalty score that is returned to the user in the output toppar stream file. Thus, a lower 
penalty score indicates better quality parameters, though users should be aware that the 
transferability of empirical FF parameters is limited and care should be taken to test the 
assigned parameters. Antechamber uses the AM1-BCC protocol to assign atomic charges, 
but there is still room for improvement in atomic charges and internal energy (bond/angle/
torsion) parameters. A recent benchmark by Brooks III and co-workers (Knight, Yesselman, 
& Brooks III, 2013) shows that the performance of parameters generated by Antechamber 
and the CGenFF program is similar on average in terms of hydration free energies estimated 
using implicit solvent models, but also demonstrates areas where improvements are possible.

The initial force field parameters obtained from the automatic algorithms can be improved in 
a step-wise manner as detailed in Vanommeslaeghe et al. (2010). Briefly, the optimal 
geometry of the target molecule is first generated in a quantum mechanics (QM) calculation. 
Second, given the geometry, water molecules are placed around hydrogen bond donors and 
acceptors, and the interaction energy is calculated on a QM level. Third, the optimal 
molecular mechanics charges are determined to reproduce the QM interaction energy 
following the appropriate scaling. Lastly, bonded parameters such as bonds, angles and 
dihedrals are optimized using a QM geometry and vibrational analysis and/or QM-level 
potential energy scans. Note that the optimization is typically performed to only those 
parameters that are guessed (i.e., those with penalty scores) as the original CGenFF 
parameters are already optimized.

Optimization of FF parameters requires considerable efforts even for a small molecule. 
There are several tools available that help users to perform the optimization. Two promising 
tools are ffTK (Mayne et al., 2013) and GAAMP (Huang & Roux, 2013). ffTK is a VMD 
plugin that provides a GUI for each and every aspect of the aforementioned optimization 
process, so users do not have to write necessary inputs manually. The GAAMP gateway, 
http://gaamp.lcrc.anl.gov, is a web-based interface that starts with initial FF parameters 
generated by the CGenFF program or Antechamber, and automatically performs the FF 
optimization without any user intervention. Figure 2 shows an example of a dihedral angle 
optimization of a small molecule (SB3; CHEMBL ID 126568) performed by the GAAMP 
server. The optimization for this size of molecule took more than a day, which is relatively 
long considering the fact that the CGenFF program returns the topology and parameters for 
the small molecule almost instantly. However, GAAMP can improve the atomic charges and 
torsion angle parameters considerably without any user intervention (Figure 2B).

2.4 Practical Applications to Binding Free Energy Calculations

The efficacy of the automatic FF generation option integrated into CHARMM-GUI is 
illustrated by a recent study of large scale computational docking and simulation. In this 
study, Im and co-workers (Lee, Jo, Lim, & Im, 2012) have developed an integrated 
methodology for accurate prediction of the binding mode and affinity of drug-like molecules 
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(Figure 3B). They have applied a computational docking approach to generate a large 
number of decoy structures and selected a few docking pose candidates using clustering 
approaches. Because these molecules are not available in the standard CHARMM36 FF, the 
authors first used the CHARMM-GUI automatic parameterization option to obtain ligand 
FFs. The selected docking poses were then subjected to short MD simulations to filter out 
irrelevant poses, followed by the FEP/MD simulations prepared by CHARMM-GUI Ligand 

Binder (Sunhwan Jo et al., 2013) for further ranking of the poses (Figure 3).

The target small molecules are antagonists of MDM2 and MDMX. Figure 3A shows the 
chemical structures of the small molecules used in their study, and the FF parameters were 
generated using the CGenFF option without any further modification. The calculated 
binding free energies for MDM2 complexes were overestimated compared to experimental 
measurements (Figure 3C) mainly due to the difficulties in sampling highly flexible apo-
MDM2 conformations within the simulation timescale. Nonetheless, the FEP/MD binding 
free energy calculations are more promising in discriminating binders from nonbinders than 
commonly used docking scores (Figures 3B–C). In addition, the FEP/MD calculations 
provide detailed information on the different energetic contributions to ligand binding, 
leading to a better understanding of the sensitivity and specificity of protein-ligand 
interactions. Therefore, CHARMM-GUI PDB Manipulator is expected to be useful as a 
platform that can rapidly prepare necessary FF parameters of small molecules of interest 
with help of other tools. Setting up such sophisticated simulations can allow researchers to 
tackle more complex biological problems of protein-ligand interactions.

3. MTS REAGENTS

MTS reagents are often used for protein structure and function studies. Their use includes 
labeling and blocking groups, cross-linking groups, affinity-labeling groups, and reporter 
groups for chemical modification of peptides and proteins. MTS reagents are introduced to a 
specific site in a protein through site-directed mutagenesis (Hubbell, Mchaourab, Altenbach, 
& Lietzow, 1996). These reagents react very rapidly and specifically with cysteine residues, 
converting cysteine sulfhydryls to cysteine disulfide bonds. MTS reagents of cysteine 
residues may produce a measurable change in different protein functional states, which can 
be measured by various biophysical techniques. For example, MTSSL (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-
tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl methanethiosulfonate; CYR1 in Figure 4) is an MTS reagent 
that is widely used as a spin-label probe in ESR (electron spin resonance) spectroscopy. 
MTSSL has an unpaired electron, which offers a very strong signal in the ESR spectrum that 
provides valuable information about the structure, dynamics, and function of a protein 
system. In particular, site-specific mutagenesis with MTS reagents has proved to be a very 
useful technique in characterizing the structure-function relationship of membrane proteins, 
such as ion channels and transporter proteins, as well as enzymes and receptors (D. D. 
Roberts, Lewis, Ballou, Olson, & Shafer, 1986; Chen, LiuChen, & Rudnick, 1997; Perozo, 
Cortes, & Cuello, 1998; Choi et al., 2000; Tombola, Pathak, & Isacoff, 2006; Hvorup et al., 
2007; Forrest et al., 2008; J. A. Roberts et al., 2008; Jeschke, 2012; Kazmier et al., 2014; 
Raghuraman, Islam, Mukherjee, Roux, & Perozo, 2014). Since many biophysical 
experiments are routinely performed with these MTS reagents, it is often necessary to 
introduce them into proteins for the purpose of MD simulation. Keeping this in mind, the FF 
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parameters for a number of MTS reagents have been incorporated into CHARMM-GUI, 
which is expected to help users to readily prepare initial systems and simulation input files 
for MD simulation with selected MTS reagents.

3.1 MTS Reagents Available in CHARMM-GUI

There are two sets of MTS reagents available in CHARMM-GUI: the nitroxide spin-labels 
(Figure 4A) and the traditional chemical modifiers (Figure 4B). There are two natural 
monofunctional spin-label side chains (CYR1 (Berliner, Grunwald, Hankovszky, & Hideg, 
1982) and CYR5 (McHaourab, Kalai, Hideg, & Hubbell, 1999)), a natural bifunctional (two-
residue) spin-label side chain (CY2R (Fleissner et al., 2011)), and a monofunctional and two 
bifunctional dummy spin-label side chains (OND (Islam, Stein, McHaourab, & Roux, 2013) 
and ONDX (Islam & Roux, 2014) with X = 3 or 4). All these spin-label side chains were 
parameterized by Roux and coworkers (Sezer, Freed, & Roux, 2008; Islam et al., 2013; 
Islam & Roux, 2014). In addition, a total of seven MTS chemical modifiers (MT1, MT2, 
MT3, MT4, MT5, MT6, and MT7) parameterized by the GAAMP method (Huang & Roux, 
2013) are currently available.

The step-by-step procedure to introduce MTS reagents into a protein in solution follows:

1 Go to CHARMM-GUI, http://www.charmm-gui.org

2 Select “Input Generator”

3 Select “Quick MD Simulator”

4 Download or upload your PDB file, and then “Next Step”

5 Select “Next Step” if you do not need to change anything

6 In PDB Manipulator, select “Add MTS reagents: nitroxide spin labels” and/or 
“Add MTS reagents: chemical modifier” (Figure 5A).

6.1 With “Add MTS reagents: nitroxide spin labels”, choose the spin-labels (CYR1, 
CYR5, CY2R, OND, OND3 and OND4) and “SEGID”, “RESID”, and “Amino 
acid” from the drop-down menu. This will modify the selected residue(s) with 
the natural MTS spin-label side chain(s) or add the dummy spin-label(s) to the 
selected residue(s). For CY2R, select i+4, i+3, i+2, or Custom to attach this 
spin-label to a second residue. Two more options are also available:

Option 1: Selecting “Mutate the selected residue(s) to Ala for dummy spin 
label(s)” will mutate all the selected wild type residues to alanine before 
attachment of the dummy spin-label(s).

Option 2: Selecting “Add dummy spin label(s) (OND) to all the protein 
residue(s)” will add dummy spin labels to all the residues. This option is 
particularly useful to conduct a MD simulation of the dummy spin-labels 
(MDDS) (Islam et al., 2013; Islam & Roux, 2014) to calculate spin-pair 
distance distributions between two dummy spin-labels.

6.2 With “Add MTS reagents: chemical modifier”, select the MTS reagents (MT1, 
MT2, MT3, MT4, MT5, MT6, and MT7) and “SEGID”, “RESID”, and “Amino 
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acid” from the drop-down menu. This will modify the selected residue(s) with 
the MTS reagent(s).

7 Follow the instructions (essentially the same procedure of “Quick MD 

Simulator”) to build a system in solution.

Note that the help windows are available in both step 6.1 and step 6.2 of the above 
illustration. The MTS reagents are also available in Membrane Builder (Sunhwan Jo et al., 
2007; S. Jo et al., 2009) and other CHARMM-GUI modules. In particular, the dummy spin 
labels are available in PACE CG Builder (Qi et al., 2014).

3.2 Initial Conformation Generation of the MTS Reagents in CHARMM-GUI

MTS reagents are highly flexible because they have multiple dihedral angles that can 
accommodate a number of conformational states. For example, as shown in Figure 4, CYR1 
spin-label side chain has five dihedral angles denoted by χ1, χ2, χ3, χ4, and χ5 along the 
flexible bonds, Cα-Cβ-Sγ-Sδ-Cη-Cζ. From a careful study of the spin-labels inserted in 37 
positions in T4 lysozyme, Roux and co-workers recently proposed the most important 
rotamers for this spin-label side chain (Islam et al., 2013). The dihedral angles χ1 and χ2 can 
adopt three-fold conformations, +60° (or gauche+), 180° (or trans), and −60° (or gauche), 
which are denoted by p, t, and m, respectively, and the dihedral angle χ3 can adopt only two 
stable conformations, p (+90°) and m (−90°). Therefore, eight stable rotamers of the spin-
label side chain have been identified along the dihedral angles χ1, χ2, and χ3: tpp, mtp, mmp, 
mmm, mtm, ttm, tpm, and ptm. These observations are consistent with the available 
information from X-ray crystallography. χ4 and χ5 have been found extremely flexible, 
which is also consistent with the fact that no reliable X-ray crystallographic information is 
available for these dihedral angles.

Finding suitable MTS spin-label side chain conformations in a specific protein site may 
require a substantially long MD simulation to sample each conformational degree of 
freedom along its dihedral angles. Therefore, we have implemented an efficient approach in 
CHARMM-GUI to build a reasonable initial conformation for the MTS reagents (except 
CY2R, OND, and ONDX) in a protein structure. This approach is discussed below:

1. The conformations of the MTS spin-label side chains and the MTS chemical 
modifiers are characterized by three dihedral angles, χ1, χ2, and χ3, along the 
flexible side-chain Cα-Cβ-Sγ-Sδ, as shown in Figure 4. χ4 and χ5 dihedral angles 
are ignored due to the fact that they are extremely flexible and they will most likely 
converge to the right rotameric state with a relatively short MD simulation.

2. Each of the eight rotameric states (tpp, mtp, mmp, mmm, mtm, ttm, tpm, and ptm) is 
sequentially added to a selected site in a protein, followed by 200-step 
minimization with steepest descent (SD) and adopted basis Newton-Raphson 
(ABNR) algorithms, respectively. During the minimization, all the protein atoms 
are kept fixed and only the selected MTS reagent atoms are allowed to move with 
flat bottom harmonic restraints on χ1, χ2, and χ3 of the MTS side chain with a force 
constant of 500 kcal/(mol·rad2) and a width of 2.5°. The minimum energy 
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conformation of the MTS side chain (among the eight rotameric states) is then 
taken for further processing.

3. Step 2 is repeated for all the selected spin label sites. Finally, all the MTS side 
chains with their minimum energy conformations (determined in step 2) and the 
surrounding atoms (up to 5 Å from the MTS reagent) are minimized for 200 steps 
with the SD and ABNR energy minimization, respectively.

This approach has shown to provide very reliable starting conformations of the MTS side 
chains in proteins. The performance of the above approach is examined by using two protein 
systems, T4 lysozyme (Figure 5B) and KcsA K+ channel (Figure 5C).

3.3 Comparison with Available Rotameric Data from X-ray Crystallography

Comparison with the available information from X-ray crystallographic structures offers a 
good route to examine the validity of the initial rotamers generated by CHARMM-GUI. 
Several crystallographic structures of MTSSL spin-labels inserted into position 65, 72, 75, 
76, 82, 115, 119, 131, and 151 in T4 lysozyme (Figure 5B) are available from the literature 
(Toledo Warshaviak; Langen, Oh, Cascio, & Hubbell, 2000; Fleissner, 2007; Guo, Cascio, 
Hideg, Kalai, & Hubbell, 2007; Guo, Cascio, Hideg, & Hubbell, 2008; Fleissner, Cascio, & 
Hubbell, 2009; Sezer, Freed, & Roux, 2009; Fleissner et al., 2011). However, the X-ray data 
are mostly limited to dihedrals χ1 and χ2, since the electron density along the flexible side-
chain Cα-Cβ-Sγ-Sδ-Cη-Cζ is missing beyond the Sδ atom. Using CHARMM-GUI, CYR1 
was introduced individually at the same positions in T4 lysozyme. The comparison of spin-
label structures from the PDB and CHARMM-GUI is given in Table 1.

The χ1 and χ2 rotamers from CHARMM-GUI are broadly consistent with the information 
from the X-ray crystal structures and previous MD simulations for five positions: a tp 

rotamer is observed at 72 and 115, a mt rotamer is observed at 75, and a mm rotamer is 
observed at 82 and 131. The clearest disagreement is shown in spin-labels at positions 65, 
76, 119, and 151 with tp, tm, mm, and mm rotamers, respectively, in the X-ray structure, 
while CHARMM-GUI provides mt, tt, tp, and mt rotamers, respectively. However, X-ray 
crystallographic structure of the spin-label at position 65 may not be right because the spin-
label is involved in crystal contacts (Langen et al., 2000). Also, CHARMM-GUI provides 
the rotameric states of t and m along the χ1 dihedral angle of the spin labels at positions 76 
and 151, respectively, which agree with their X-ray crystallographic structure. Overall, 
CHARMM-GUI can provide reliable initial conformations of the MTS side chains, which 
can be used in further MD simulations.

KcsA K+ channel has four equivalent subunits forming a tetramer. We found that simple 
minimization with no rotameric search approach yielded multiple (different) conformations 
of the spin-label side chains at positions 51 and 82 in four subunits of KcsA. However, the 
rotameric search approach implemented in CHARMM-GUI was able to provide very similar 
initial conformations of the spin labels at all four subunits (Figure 5B). All four spin-label 
side chains in position 51 were in the mtp rotamer along the dihedrals χ1, χ2, and χ3. Spin-
labels introduced in position 82 were also in the same rotamer conformation (mtm) in all 
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four subunits. This result shows that CHARMM-GUI is able to provide very good starting 
conformation of the MTS side chains even for a complex system such as KcsA K+ channel.

3.4 Practical Applications to Protein Structure Refinement by Using ESR Data

Recently, two state-of-the-art MD simulation methods, the conventional MD simulation of 
the dummy spin-labels (MDDS) (Islam et al., 2013; Islam & Roux, 2014) and the restrained-
ensemble (RE) simulation method (Islam et al., 2013; B. Roux & Islam, 2013), have been 
developed to analyze ESR/DEER (double electron electron resonance) data. The MDDS 
simulation provides distance distributions between spin-labels that can be directly compared 
to the distance distributions obtained from ESR/DEER spectroscopy and be used to assess 
the reliability or correctness of an already existing model structure of the system. On the 
other hand, the RE method drives a model structure towards the desired, refined structure by 
using a global ensemble-based energy restraint that forces the spin-spin distance distribution 
histograms calculated from a multiple-copy MD simulation to match those obtained from 
ESR/DEER. The simplified nitroxide dummy spin-labels, shown in Figure 4A, are used 
mostly for both MDDS and RE simulations. Since the dummy spin-labels do not interact 
with each other, multiple dummy atoms can be introduced to a single protein structure. 
CHARMM-GUI can be used to prepare the required files for both MDDS and RE 
simulations. For example, 51 distance distributions are available from 37 spin labeled 
positions in T4 lysozyme. CHARMM-GUI was used to attach the dummy spin-labels at 
these sites in T4 lysozyme (Figure 6A). The generated files are then used for MDDS 
simulation from which the spin-label distance distributions can be calculated to compare 
with those obtained from the ESR/DEER spectroscopy. Bifunctional dummy spin-labels 
(OND4) were also inserted into five positions, 60–64, 72–76, 108–112, 131–135, and 151–
155, in T4 lysozyme (Figure 6B). The generated structures can be used for the purpose of 
MDDS or RE simulations. Thus, CHARMM-GUI PDB Manipulator is expected to be useful 
in preparing necessary input files that can be used to understand protein structure and 
function in conjunction with ESR/DEER spectroscopy.

4. UNNATURAL AMINO ACIDS

Introducing unnatural amino acids (UAAs) into a protein is a powerful method to investigate 
the role of specific residues in protein structure and function, as well as to design proteins 
with novel functions or enhanced catalytic activity (Noren, Anthonycahill, Griffith, & 
Schultz, 1989; Chin et al., 2003; Hackenberger & Schwarzer, 2008; Lu, Yeung, Sieracki, & 
Marshall, 2009; Liu & Schultz, 2010). As demonstrated by Ahern and co-workers (Pless, 
Galpin, Niciforovic, & Ahern, 2011), UAA mutagenesis combined with electrophysiology 
and voltage-clamp fluorometry could be employed to study the effects of negative 
electrostatic potentials from Glu293 and Asp316 on the channel gating and voltage sensing 
of Shaker K+ channels. More applications can be found in a review by Pless and Ahern 
(Pless & Ahern, 2013). In principle, simulation studies of any of these chemically modified 
systems could be carried out to complement the experimental information. However, 
accurate molecular mechanics models are needed for an ever-growing number of possible 
UAAs.
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As mentioned in Section 2, several FFs, including AMBER (Weiner et al., 1984; Cornell et 
al., 1995), CHARMM (Best et al., 2012), GROMOS (Christen et al., 2005), and OPLS 
(Jorgensen et al., 1996), are widely used in protein simulations, but there are generally no 
parameter sets specifically optimized for UAAs. This is becoming a major obstacle to model 
and study proteins containing UAAs in MD simulations. Although one can use Antechamber 
or the CGenFF program to assign parameters for an arbitrary compound, as discussed in 
Section 2.3, the obtained FF parameters often need further optimization as partial atomic 
charges and torsion parameters are not readily transferable across various molecules. The 
assigned parameters from analogs may be reasonably good in some cases, but they may not 
be so reliable in others. Another issue is that the topology and parameter files have to be 
manually edited to attach the unnatural side chain and protein backbone together. To 
overcome these difficulties, the GAAMP method was used to develop the FF parameters for 
UAAs (with negligible human efforts), and CHARMM-GUI PDB Manipulator now 
provides a facile way to model proteins containing UAAs.

4.1 Unnatural Amino Acids Available in CHARMM-GUI

The details about the GAAMP method can be found in Huang and Roux’s work (Huang & 
Roux, 2013). In the GAAMP method, GAFF or CGenFF is taken as the initial FF. Partial 
atomic charges and dihedral parameters are optimized to reproduce QM target data. With 
minor adjustments, such an optimization algorithm has been extended to parameterize 
arbitrary amino acids, including UAAs, in a manner that is consistent with the backbone 
from the parent FF. Briefly, the partial atomic charges of the sidechain compound (the side 
chain capped with one hydrogen atom) are first determined using the GAAMP charge fitting 
procedure under the constraint that the charge carried by the hydrogen atom is fixed at zero. 
As a second step, CHARMM format topology, parameter, and coordinate files for the full 
molecule, comprising the sidechain molecule and the backbone of an alanine dipeptide, are 
generated automatically. As a third step, the soft dihedrals around rotatable bonds within the 
side chain are identified and the parameters are optimized. During the sidechain dihedral 
fitting, the backbone atoms are fixed with the and φ backbone dihedrals in an α-helical 
conformation (−60° and −45° for ϕ and φ). The parameters of the resulting model have the 
CHARMM36 FF for the backbone and the GAAMP-optimized side chain. There are two 
UAA parameter sets available: one uses GAFF and the other uses CGenFF as initial 
parameters, respectively. A total of 17 UAAs commonly used in experiments 
(communicated with Dr. Christopher Ahern) have been parameterized and they are shown in 

The step-by-step procedure of incorporating UAAs into a protein in solution follows:

1. Go to CHARMM-GUI, http://www.charmm-gui.org

2. Select “Input Generator”

3. Select “Quick MD Simulator”

4. Download or upload your PDB file, and then “Next Step”

5. Select “Next Step” if you do not need to change anything
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6. As illustrated Figure 7B, select “Unnatural amino acid substitution”, and then new 
menu for UAA modeling shows up. Choose the parameters based on “CGenFF” or 
“GAFF”, and then choose the UAA type and the index of amino acid to be 
substituted by the selected UAA.

7. Follow the instructions (essentially the same procedure of “Quick MD Simulator”) 
to build a system in solution.

Note that in step 6, one can view the UAA structures in the help window. In addition, the 
UAA substitution is also available in Membrane Builder (Sunhwan Jo et al., 2007; S. Jo et 
al., 2009) and other CHARMM-GUI modules.

4.2 Performance Evaluation

4.2.1. Testing the parameterization strategy with natural amino acids—To test 
the performances of the amino acid parameters obtained by GAAMP, we re-parameterize all 
amino acids except glycine and proline to be consistent with the CHARMM36 FF. Three 
proteins with diverse topologies, shown in Figure 8, are used to compare the resulting FF 
(denoted as GAAMP) with the CHARMM36 FF: PDB:1CTF (mixed α-helices and β-
sheets), PDB:1MJC (all β-sheets), and PDB:1R69 (all α-helices). Three independent 100-ns 
MD simulations in aqueous solution were conducted starting from the crystal structure of 
each protein. These three proteins are stable in 100-ns simulations with both the 
CHARMM36 and GAAMP FFs with similar conformational fluctuations. The simulation 
results suggest that the parameters of amino acids generated by GAAMP are compatible 
with the CHARMM36 FF.

4.2.2. Test cases of UAA-containing systems—Two separate approaches are taken 
to illustrate the efficacy of UAA functionality in CHARMM-GUI PDB Manipulator. The 
first approach involves simulating UAA dipeptides in solution with the two FF parameter 
options (i.e., GAFF and CGenFF) currently available in CHARMM-GUI. For each of 17 
UAAs, a dipeptide is formed with the same UAA species. This could be performed with 
CHARMM-GUI by substituting both alanine residues in an alanine dipeptide. Afterwards, 
the dipeptide is put into a water box and simulated for 35 ns using the simulation options 
provided in CHARMM-GUI Quick MD Simulator. Peptide properties such as torsion angle 
distributions and hydrogen bonding patterns are calculated and compared between the two 
FF parameters. A sample result of the torsion angle distributions calculated from the U09 
dipeptide simulation is shown in Figure 9. The two parameter sets produce similar structural 
behaviors of the dipeptides and the differences are subtle in the case of U09. In spite of the 
similarity in the simulation outcome, the CGenFF is recommended as the protein-UAA 
system is treated with the CHARMM36 FF.

In the second approach, protein systems with UAA substitutions are generated and short MD 
simulations are performed to examine that it is indeed possible to generate a system with 
UAA substitutions in an automatic fashion using CHARMM-GUI and such systems are 
relatively stable on a nanosecond timescale. The tested protein-UAA systems include UAA 
substitutions at different ion coordination sites in the Na+,K+-ATPase. More specifically, the 
Glu residues at the binding site are replaced by nitrohomoalanine (U09, Figure 9A) one at a 
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time. The protein is then embedded in a POPC bilayer with KCl and NaCl, 0.15 M each, in 
the aqueous solution. These systems are prepared using Membrane Builder (Sunhwan Jo et 
al., 2007; S. Jo et al., 2009). After the protein-membrane complex systems are generated, 
each of them is subjected to a 675-ps equilibration and 5-ns production with options 
provided by Membrane Builder. The trajectory analyses show that the systems are stable 
during the course of the simulation and the binding site heavy atom RMSD is below 1.2 Å 
most of the time. This indicates that the current CHARMM-GUI UAA functionality could 
be used in conjunction with other modules in CHARMM-GUI, such as Membrane Builder, 
and it is expected to be a useful tool in the study of complex biological systems with UAA 
substitutions.

5. PERSPECTIVES

CHARMM-GUI has been developed to provide a web-based user interface to build various 
molecular systems and generate input files for CHARMM and NAMD simulations. 
CHARMM-GUI has recently added a Drude Prepper facility that allows the conversion of 
CHARMM36 PSF and coordinate files into the electronically polarizable Drude FF (Lopes 
et al., 2013; Savelyev & MacKerell Jr, 2014), which includes parameters for lipids, proteins, 
DNA, and carbohydrates. PDB Manipulator in CHARMM-GUI aims to help users handle 
the PDB files easily such as mutating/protonating/phosphorylating specific residues, reading 
ligands or small molecules, adding MTS reagents and/or unnatural amino acids. In this 
work, we have described some of these functionalities in detail with a hope that users can 
use them widely for various biomolecular modeling and simulation. As PDB Manipulator is 
the first step of most input generation modules in CHARMM-GUI, these functionalities can 
be used for system building in solution and membrane (bilayer or micelle) environments, as 
well as in coarse-grained PACE CG Builder. With most sidechain modifications covered 
(together with future addition of more spectroscopic probes such as FRET and LRET) as 
well as the ability to handle small molecules, it is our hope that CHARMM-GUI PDB 

Manipulator becomes a useful tool for structure refinement of biomolecules with 
spectroscopic probes, structure and dynamics studies with sidechain modifications, and 
biomolecules’ interactions with small molecules in realistic biological solution and 
membrane environments.
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Figure 1. 
(A) A flowchart for reading small molecules that do not exist in the CHARMM FF. (B) A 
screenshot of options provided by CHARMM-GUI for reading small molecules that do not 
exist in the CHARMM FF.
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Figure 2. 
(A) Structure of the FKBP ligand SB3. (B) Example optimization result from the GAAMP 
server for the dihedral angle highlighted in (A): QM (black), optimized (red), and initial 
(green).
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Figure 3. 
(A) Ligand structures. (B) Schematic of the docking and FEP/MD protocol used by Im and 
co-workers (H. S. Lee et al., 2012). (C) The correlation between binding affinity of near-
native poses and the non-native poses. The FEP/MD method can discriminate near-native 
and non-native poses better than a docking score. The figures are reproduced with 
permission from the Journal of Chemical Information and Modeling.
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Figure 4. 
MTS side chains available in CHARMM-GUI. For clarity, hydrogen atoms are not shown 
and the oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and sulfur atoms are represented in red, blue, cyan and 
yellow colors, respectively. (A) Monofunctional spin-label side chains, CYR1 and CYR5, 
resulting from linking MTSSL (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl 
methanethiosulfonate) and PROXYL-MTS (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrrolidin-3-yl) 
methyl methanethiosulfonate) to cysteine through a disulfide bond, a bifunctional spin-label 
side chain, CY2R, resulting from selectively introducing MTSSL (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-
tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl methanethiosulfonate) to two nearby cysteines through 
disulfide bonds, and the dummy spin labels, OND and ONDX, that mimic the dynamics of 
the CYR1 and CY2R spin-label side chains, respectively. In the case of ONDX, X = 3 or 4 
depending on the position of the 2nd residue to which it is attached. The five dihedral angles 
connecting Cα atom of the protein backbone to nitroxide ring are also shown in CYR1. (B) 
The chemically modified MTS side chains, MT1, MT2, MT3, MT4, MT5, MT6 and MT7, 
resulting from linking methyl methanethiolsulfonate (MMTS), 2-aminoethyl 
methanethiosulfonate (MTSEA), sodium-(2-sulfonatoethyl) methanethiosulfonate (MTSES), 
2-trimethylammonium-ethyl methanethiosulfonate (MTSET), (trimethylammonium)methyl 
methanethiosulfonate (MTSMT), 3-aminopropyl methanethiosulfonate (MTSPA) and 3-
(trimethylammonium)propyl methanethiosulfonate (MTSPT) reagents, respectively, to 
cysteine through a disulfide bond.
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Figure 5. 
(A) A snapshot to introduce MTS spin-labels and chemical modifiers into some specific 
residues in CHARMM-GUI. (B) Cartoon representations of T4 lysozyme with nine spin-
label side chains at position 65, 72, 75, 76, 82, 115, 119, 131, and 151. (C) Cartoon 
representations of the diagonal subunits of KcsA K+channel with two spin-label side chains 
at position 51 and 82 on each subunit. Only diagonal subunits of tetrameric KcsA K+channel 
are shown for clarity.
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Figure 6. 
Cartoon representation of T4 lysozyme with dummy spin-labels. (A) T4 lysozyme with 37 
OND dummy spin-labels at positions 59, 60, 61, 62, 64, 65, 72, 75, 76, 79, 82, 83, 85, 86, 
89, 90, 93, 94, 108, 109, 112, 115, 116, 119, 122, 123, 127, 128, 131, 132, 134, 135, 140, 
151, 154, 155, and 159. (B) T4 lysozyme with 5 OND4 dummy spin-labels at positions 60–
64, 72–76, 108–112, 131–135, and 151–155.
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Figure 7. 
(A) Chemical structures of 17 UAAs available in CHARMM-GUI. (B) A snapshot of 
CHARMM-GUI to introduce a UAA into a specific residue in CHARMM-GUI.
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Figure 8. 
Three proteins with diverse structures (PDBs (A) 1CTF, (B) 1MJC, and (C) 1R69) are 
shown as ribbon representation generated by PyMol (Schrödinger, 2010). The traces of Cα-
RMSD of 100-ns MD simulations for three replicas (with different colors) are compared 
between using the CHARMM36 FF (middle) and using the GAAMP FF (right) for each 
protein.
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Figure 9. 
(A) Structure (left) and chemical formula (right) of the unnatural amino acid 
nitrohomoalanine (residue ID U09 in CHARMM-GUI). The three sidechain torsion angles, 
χ1, χ2, and χ3, are shown on top of the chemical formula. (B) The torsion angle distributions 
for χ1 (red), χ2 (green), and χ3 (blue) calculated using parameters from GAFF (top) and 
CGenFF (bottom). (C) The backbone ϕ-ψ angle distributions calculated using parameters 
from GAFF (left) and CGenFF (right).
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Table 1

Comparison of rotamers of the CYR1 spin-label side chain along χ1 and χ2 obtained from X-ray structures and 

CHARMM-GUI.

Residue PDB ID Expl. Rotamer CHARMM-GUI

65 3K2Ra,b,c tp mt

72 MDd mm, tp tp

75 Fleissnera mt mt

76 3K2Rc tm tt

82 1ZYTa,e mm mm

115 2IGC, 2OU8 a,f mm, tp tp

119 3L2Xf mm tp

131 2CUU, 3G3Ve,g mm, tp mm

MDd mm, tp, mt, tt

151 3G3Xe mm mt

a
Fleissner (2007),

b
Langen et al. (2000),

c
Toledo Warshaviak et al. ,

d
Sezer et at. (2009),

e
Fleissner et al. (2009; 2011),

f
Guo et al. (2007),

g
Guo et al. (2008)
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